
A Slimy Adventure
Kit and Sam visit their alien friend, Jay, 
but the adventure turns out to be more 

slimy than they thought! 
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They decided to use their magic map 
to visit Jay on his planet. When they 
arrived, they saw his shiny, sparkly 
house in the distance. It was a long 
way – walking along slimy paths and 
through noisy, icy winds.
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Q5: Who did Sam and Kit meet on their 
visit to Jay’s planet?

 
 

Q6: Why did Kit jump?
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Kit and Sam were tidying up to earn 
some pocket money when Kit found 
his ‘Jay the Alien’ book. “Jay is the 
nicest and bravest alien we have ever 
met,” they said.
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Kay showed Kit and Sam around her 
house. It had lots of plants inside too. A 
shiny alien toad hopped out and made 
Kit jump! 
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Q7: If Jay had another friend, what do 
you think they would be called?
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Q1: What did Kit find when he was 
tidying up?

 
 

Q2: What words are used to describe 
Jay’s house? 
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Kit and Sam ended up giving a tour of 
the ‘past’. They had to say things like, 
“Can you see the furniture from the 
past?” and “Do not touch the exhibits!”
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They finally arrived at his house, at 
the bottom of the largest hill. “How 
lovely it is to see you again!” Jay said 
when he saw them. 
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Jay showed them around his amazing 
home. Sam thought it was the finest 
house she had ever seen. Jay took 
them through his forest of lush, green 
plants and gave them a drink and the 
strangest-looking cake!
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Q3: Where was Jay’s house?

 

 

Q4: Do you think Kit and Sam liked 
Jay’s house? How do you know? 
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